Colloquium 9
The God-Given Way

Mitchell Miller

My project this evening is a kind of interpretive mosaic. I want to consider together two passages. To judge by the way each is situated in its larger context, both are very important for our understanding of the later Plato’s ontology and analytical method. But both are also exceedingly obscure. My hope is that seen together, they will yield and confirm in each other a significance that otherwise might escape us. The passages are, first, the description of a “god-given method” for addressing the one/many problem at Philebus 16b ff., and, second, the final set of distinctions by which statesmanship is defined at Statesman 287b ff.

With regard, first, to the Philebus passage: as Gosling,¹ by his challenge to earlier commentators, and Sayre,² by his challenge to Gosling, show, there is no agreement on just what the method is. A big part of the problem is that Socrates never makes an explicit, full-scale use of it.³ He first introduces the method with extravagant praise as a way to deal with the one/many problem, and at 17d he cites approvingly the counsel of the sages of old (presumably the Pythagoreans) that “we ought to examine every one and many in this way.” But when Protarchus objects that he

3. Does he in fact make implicit use of it? This is a fascinating question, not least for what further light finding such use might shed on the god-given method. Can Socrates’ distinctions of kinds of pleasures and, again, of knowledge be shown to presuppose, or imply as its proper framework, the structure disclosed by the new mode of diairesis that, I shall argue, is thematized in Philebus 16c ff. and put into practice in the final part of the Statesman?
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can’t see how to apply the method to the question at hand, the unity of pleasure, Socrates obligingly sets aside in favor of a different, more accessible argumentative strategy. As a result, we never get a full-bodied display of the method; instead, we are left to puzzle over Socrates’ very schematic remarks at 16cff., and his brief and incompletely sketched examples of musical notes and the alphabet.

In the second of our two passages, Statesman 287bff., the Eleatic Stranger works through the final array of distinctions by which statesmanship is defined. Just before, the Stranger goes out of his way to get his interlocutor, Young Socrates, to see the universal value of what is to come. “Why,” he asks rhetorically, “have we set out on this inquiry into the statesman? Is it for the sake of [understanding] the statesman in particular or, rather, in order that we become more capable in dialectic generally (περὶ πᾶντα διαλεκτικώτερον)’’? (285d) The implication is that we are about to get an exemplary display of dialectic, one that can guide us περὶ πᾶντα, in face of any and “all” subject matters. This makes it particularly surprising when, at the beginning of our passage, the Stranger declares “hard,” then “impossible,” the mode of dialectic by which he has proceeded in all of the definitional analyses he has undertaken up to this point in the Sophist and the Statesman. “...we cannot [cut] into two (διὰ ἄδονατον),” he says; instead, “we must divide limb by limb (κατὰ μέλην), as we would a sacrificial animal (τὸν ἱερέον).” The reason, he says rather unhelpfully, “will become clear as we go along” (287b-c). That is his last word on the matter, the task of thematizing the new mode of dialectic is left to us.

The “mosaic” I want to attempt here is best introduced as the claim that, in their essentials, the Philebus and the Statesman passages dovetail. Properly interpreted, the final distinctions in the Statesman put into practice the god-given method described in the Philebus, and the latter passage, in turn, articulates the principles of the new mode of dialectic the Statesman practices. Once this is recognized, each passage illuminates the other.

1. διαπερίτεσις εἰ δὲν and πέρας/ἀπειρία in the Philebus
(a) A first look at the god-given method: methodological and ontological questions

Here, first of all, is the puzzling passage at Philebus 16c-17a in which Socrates first presents the god-given method:

As I see it [says Socrates to Protarchus], it was a gift from the gods to men, thrown down in a blaze of light by some Prometheus. Our forefathers, superior beings to us since they lived closer to the gods, passed on this tradition, that those things that are always said to be (τὰν ἀνελ αὐτοῖς ἐνιαυτοῖς) consist, on the one hand, in one and many (ἐν ἕνῳ ὁμοίῳ καὶ πολλῷ) and, on the other, have limit and unlimitedness grown together within them (πέρας δὲ καὶ ἀπειρίαν ἐν αὐτοῖς σύμφωνον ἐχόμενον). Since these things are ordered in this way, we should always, for everything, in each case assume and search for a single form (μίαν ὑπεράν—) for we shall find one therein (ἐνοθοοο)—, and if we should lay hold of it, then after one (μετὰ μίαν), we should look for two, if there are two (εἰ ποιεῖται), or otherwise for three or some other number [of forms], and each one of those (τὰν ἐν ἐκείνων ἐκατον), in turn, should be treated in the same way, until one can see of the original one (τὸ κατ’ ἀρχής ἕν) not only that it is one and many, that is, unlimitedly many (ἐν ἕνῳ πολλῷ καὶ ἀπειρίᾳ).

4. Note the interesting alternative translation discussed in Striker 1970 (pp. 18ff.): roughly, “the things said to be forever.” This phrase is too ambiguous to be taken, right off, as decisive support for any one view about what the subject of the “god-given method” is. It could mean “the things” that either philosophers (or even Platonic protagonists) or ordinary thoughtful people either always presume to exist or presume to exist always, and such “things” could refer to forms or to the phenomena that, from a Platonic protagonist’s point of view, partake of forms or to some other sort of permanent entity (principles, concepts...). or, as Cooley suggests, to “general phenomena.”

5. The μέν... δὲ... construction suggests that, pace Sayre, we ought not treat limit and one, unlimitedness and many, as equivalent. A good interpretation of the whole passage will reveal what the contrast and complementarity of the two pairs—one and many, limit and unlimited—are.

6. The gender of the preceding μίαν makes it refer back to μίαν ὑπεράν, and this makes it natural to assume that Socrates is speaking of forms throughout this clause.

7. 14c3-4 gives the precedent for this reading. Cf. also Theaetetus 159a9-10.
but also how many (ὅσοις) one should not attribute the form of the unlimited (ὁ... τὸν ἄπειρον ἡδέων) to the plurality until one can see the complete number (τοὺς ἄριστους... πάντα) between the unlimited and the one (μετὰ τὸν ἄπειρον τε καὶ τὸν έόν) only then may one dismiss each of all these ones (τὸ ἐν έκαστον τῶν πάντων), letting them pass into the unlimited (ἐκ τὸ ἄπειρον). As I said, this is the procedure for inquiring, learning, and teaching each other that the gods have handed on to us. But the wise men of the present day are both too quick and too slow in making any one they encounter a many, passing immediately from the one to the unlimited (μετὰ τὸ ἐν έκαστον τοῦ πάντων), the intermediates (τὰ μέσα) elude them, yet it is noticing these that makes the difference between our arguments with each other being dialectical and being contentious.

It is not incautious to begin with the heuristic assumption that the method Socrates is presenting is some mode or version of diairesis, that is, of the collection and division of forms. A few pages later Socrates refers to the method explicitly as "the diairesis of forms," τὴν διαίρεσιν εἰς ὑμᾶς (206a), and in two distinct passages just before that, 19b1-5 and 20a6ff., he confirms Protarchus' characterizations of it in this way.

But this starting-point sheds darkness as well as light. On the one hand, there are a number of apparent echoes of the method as it is practiced in the Sophist and the first two-thirds of the Statesman (up to 287b). To "assume and search for a single form" sounds like the inaugural collection, the recognition of a kind that encompasses within itself all the cases of whatever it is that is to be studied; likewise, the subsequent "looking for" for two [forms].... and, again, "treatment of these" in the same way" sounds like a reference to the process of division and subdivision that leads, finally, to the isolation of the form of the matter under study.

On the other hand, in at least two major respects the god-given method departs from the familiar practice of collection and division. First, in the Sophist and the bulk of the Statesman division is bifurcatory, splitting a kind (or, more cautiously, the class of things a kind includes as its members) into a pair of subkinds that are mutually exclusive and together exhaustive of the original kind. Each cut aims to "halve" (μεσοτύπως, Statesman 265a4) the kind at hand. Second, in the Stranger's practice of diairesis in the Sophist and the Statesman (again, up to 287b) the goal of the method is to distinguish the thing under study from everything else. For this reason, after each cut the Stranger seize on the half, the subkind, that includes the thing under study and simply abandons the other half. Both of these features of diairesis in its familiar mode are easily seen in a simple diagram; to begin with, assume that all cases of X, the thing under study, are collected within kind A.

```
    A
  /   \  
 B     C
 /     /  
 D     E
    \  /  
     F  G
```

As the diagram indicates, diairesis in its standard mode is a series of bifurcations; by the series it gathers C, E, and G—or, more precisely, the differentiating features of each of these kinds—as marks of X and leaves B, D, and F behind as irrelevant to it.
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If we now look back to Socrates’ presentation of the god-given method, we see, first, that it sets no particular value on cutting into two; “we should look for two, if there are two, or otherwise for three or some other number” (16d3-4). Second, in the god-given method we pursue all the lines of division; “each one of these should be treated in the same way” (16d5). To put this in exemplary, diagrammatic contrast with the familiar mode of diairesis:

A
\_\_\_\_\_\_
B C D
\_\_\_\_\_\_
H I J... M N... Q R S...

Now, it seems, we aim not to isolate some one subkind within A but, rather, to trace the internal structure of A and to identify all of its subkinds.

These prefatory reflections should make clear that Socrates is offering us diairesis in a new mode. And since this new mode eschews the guidance of any a priori and essentially logical principle like “halving,” taking its bearings, instead, from the number of forms “there are,” the questions we need to raise are ontological as well as methodological. We might distinguish them under three headings. (i) Principles of division. Socrates has said nothing so far about what sorts of distinctions, governed by what sorts of criteria, we should try to draw with respect to the “single form” and to the “ones” we distinguish as its subkinds. How are the forms we disclose related, on the one hand the “single form” to those we distinguish as its subkinds, on the other hand these latter to one another? Further, how far should we try to carry the process of division? Socrates does address this—but in a way that focuses rather than answers the question. We must proceed until we can see not just that “the original one” is “one” and “unlimitedly many” but, also, “how many.” (ii) One and many. This language points back to Socrates’ initial remarks about the subject matter and diairesis. “The things that are always said to be,” he said, “consist, on the one hand, in one and many (δε ηνιες μεν καλ πολλαν) and, on the other, have limit and unlimitedness grown together within themselves (περας δε καλ ἀπειριαν εν αντοις σωμφυοιν εχοντων).” How, first of all, can “the original one” be both “one” and “many,” retaining its unity even while “consisting in many”? This question must be complicated, moreover, with a second question: how can “the original one” “consist in many” in both the senses that Socrates asserts, being “unlimitedly many,” on the one hand, and, a “complete”—hence fixed and definite—“number,” on the other? In exploring these paradoxes, we need to ask just which of these pluralities—the unlimited many and the definite many—is a plurality of. (iii) Unlimited and limit. Oddly, Socrates does not use the term for “limit,” περας, again until the later passage on the four kinds, 23c-27c; by contrast, he makes abundant reference to unlimitedness,” using the term both attributively to speak of the unlimited plurality of “the original one” and substantively to speak directly of “the unlimited.” How is “unlimitedness” to be understood in these appearances, and how, comparatively, is “limit” to be understood? How is that they are “grown together,” and how is this connected to the ways in which “the original one” is both one and many?

(b) Socrates’ examples: notes and letters

It is not hard to sympathize with Protagoras when, at 17a, he tells Socrates that only some of what he has said is clear. Socrates’ response is to offer two examples of the god-given method, the analyses which yield intervals, notes, and modes, and, distinctly, rhythms and meters in music, and the letters of the alphabet in grammar. In both, he reiterates the central point of his initial account, that what makes the difference between superficial and genuine understanding is getting beyond the undifferentiated unity and indeterminate plurality of something to its definite “number” (αριθμον, 17c12, 17c5, 18c6), to its “how many and of what sorts” (ποσος τ... καλ δοσια, 17b9, δοσια... καλ δοσια 17c12-13). In one important point, however, he goes...
beyond what he has said at 16b ff. Whereas there he described the method as beginning with a “single form,” at 18a he indicates that one may also start from an unlimited plurality and work back to a single form. The music example illustrates the first movement, the grammar example the second.

Now, how do Socrates’ examples help us with the questions we have raised about the god-given method?

1. The principles of division. To begin with, Socrates’ examples bring out two new principles by which diatresis in the new mode proceeds.

Consider first the initial set of distinctions in each example. What becomes clear is that even while the new mode may begin by “look[ing] for two” forms, its basic aim in doing so differs from that of the old bifurcatory process. Now the point is not to split “the original one” into mutually exclusive subkinds but, rather, to disclose its field of possible instantiations as a continuous range or series. Socrates makes this evident in the music example when, distinguishing “sound as treated by that art” into “high” and “low,” he immediately adds “even-toned,” ὀμόστος, as a “third” (17c4-5). What is “even-toned” falls between “high” and “low” by having a sameness or equality—this would be the sense of ὀμό-, “even”—in its balance of “high” and “low”; but if this is so, then tones that are “high” and tones that are “low” differ only in degree, as items that, while each shares in both “high” and “low,” have these in different proportions or balances from one another. One way to diagram this is as follows:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&quot;the original one&quot; : &quot;sound as treated by music&quot; (pitch)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;high&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h&gt;1 --- h=1 --- h&lt;1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

In the alphabet example, Socrates credits Theuth with making the same kind of initial distinction in a different way. Beginning with the recognition that uttered sound is “unlimited” (ἀξιωτός), Theuth proceeds in two steps: first he sets over against “the voiced [letter-sounds]” “others that are not voiced but do have a certain noise”; then, as a “third form,” he sets the “stops” into contrast with both of these, characterizing them as “the both noiseless and unvoiced” (18b9-c). This contrast puts the second group, which first appeared as the opposite to the first, into a new light. Now it appears as “the middle” (τὰ μέσα, 18c5-6) between the first and third: on the one hand, it stands together with “the voiced” in that both involve, by contrast with the “stops,” some release of breath; but it also stands together with the “stops” in that its “noise[s],” by contrast with the “voiced” sounds, are made by closing the mouth in various ways and cutting off, to different degrees, the release of breath. This, in turn, sets the whole threesome into a new light; they now emerge as three regions on a gradient of uttered sounds leading from those which involve the most open-mouthed, least fricative release of breath in being uttered to those which involve the most closure and stopping of the release of breath.10 We can represent this as follows:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&quot;the voiced&quot;</th>
<th>&quot;others not voiced but having a certain noise&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(maximal release of breath)</td>
<td>(maximal cutting off of breath)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

If we turn now to the final sets of distinctions in each example, a second new principle of division emerges as well. We have

10. This way of describing the continuum is analogous to Waterfield 1982, p. 63, n. 2. Gosling 1975, pp. 171-172, 178ff., makes similar suggestions. Do we go too far in taking Plato to think that vocal sound forms a continuum? Some commentators would say so—see, e.g., Seyrig’s remark that “vocal sound... can scarcely be conceived as a linear continuum” (1969, p. 149). But weigh against this not only Socrates’ language, as discussed, but also his remark that “the men of former times” who gave us our science of music with its continuum of pitch “say that we ought to understand that every one and many (σαῦν ὅσα ἕνεκεν πάντα) should be studied in this way” (17a7-8). Finally, though citing this begs the question of the relation between modern and ancient phonetic theory, note Smyth’s assignment of the major sub-groups of classical Greek letters to places on continua determined, first, by the “degree of tension or slackness of the vocal chords in sounding them” and, second, by the “degree of noise” made in sounding them (Smyth 1920, pp. 10ff.).
already noted how the new mode of diairesis is concerned not to isolate some one particular kind, as bifurcatory diairesis was, but, rather, to identify all the subkinds of the "single form." But what guides the dialectician in his identification of these subkinds? Both of Socrates' examples make clear that the new goal of differentiation is to disclose possibilities of connection and combination. In the music example, the discovery of the number and sorts of the various "intervals"—the octave, fifth, fourth, and so on—yields up, as their "boundaries" (σωλεισθαι, 17c13), the particular sets of notes that are fit to comprise each of the various musical "modes" (διομία, 17d4). It is an essential mark of the sort of "one" the dialectician seeks that it be fit to belong to a mode. The point is even more explicit in the alphabet example.

11. There are two possible readings of σωλεισθαι. Burkert 1972 argues that it is a technical term referring to the ratios or proportions that define each interval, e.g. 1:2 for the octave, 2:3 for the fifth, 3:4 for the fourth, etc. Socrates says that the musically knowledgeable person grasps (1) τὰ διομία μετα δύοσ ἐκ τὸν ἄρμον ἃς τοις λοιποῖς το πέρι καὶ τρίς (2) καὶ βασίς (3) καὶ τὸς δρόνος τῶν διομισμάτων (4) καὶ τὰ ἐκ τόνων ἐς συμπληρωμέα γέγονεν... (17c11-d2). On Burkert's reading, as I understand it, the knowledge of music involves recognizing (1) how many (kinds of) intervals there are, (2) what kinds they are (presumably Burkert would identify these kinds as the octave, fourth, and fifth and, to conjecture in his behalf, the full tone and the lema that remains in a tetrachord after two full tones are marked off), (3) the ratios that define each of these (e.g. 2:1, 3:2, 4:3, 9:8, etc.), and (4) the combinations for these intervals that, comprising tetrachords and conjunctions of tetrachords, figure in and distinguish different "modes" (see note 12 below). On the alternative reading, found in the widely read translations by Hackforth, Gosling, and Waterfield, τὸς δρόνος refers to "the notes that limit the intervals" (Gosling 1975). On this reading, knowledge of the Pythagorean ratios would presumably come under (2), the recognition of the kinds of the intervals; given this, the most natural way to understand τὰ ἐκ τόνων... συμπληρωμέα in (4) would be as "the systems of notes" (Hackforth 1972). (But see Waterfield 1982, who cites Aristoxenus and, writing "the systems they form," seems to be making "they" refer back to "intervals"). I have accepted the second reading on internal and external grounds, but I think the matter is impossible to resolve with certainty. The internal ground is that knowing the kinds of the intervals would seem itself to involve knowing the Pythagorean ratios, in which case there would be redundancy between (2) and (3); but the reply might be that the καὶ that joins them may be explicative more than additive. The external ground is that Socrates sets up the alphabet case as, in its power to illustrate the "god-given method," an analogue to the music case, and notes seem to be better analogues to letters than intervals.

12. For modern readers, a good part of the obscurity of the Philebus' description of the "god-given method" derives from the indeterminateness and uncertainty of most of what we know about ancient music and harmonic theory. (The same holds for our knowledge of the ancient understanding of the alphabet—see n. 10.) A particularly difficult term is διομία. Aristoxenus polemizes against those of his predecessors who mistook the mathematical constructions typical in harmonic theory for the real structures of performed and heard music. A paradigm case of this "mistake" was the use of the term διομία to refer to a species of the octave, that is, an eight-note scale. The latter was a theoretical construction whereas διομία means, as Henderson 1957, p. 347, puts it: "a musical idiom together with the tuning which it postulates." Two reflections seem relevant to our present discussion. First, Socrates claims, in his discussion of music, to be reporting the insights of "men of old" (17d)—presumably Pythagorean harmonic theorists. Were not these just the mathematicizing predecessors Aristoxenus objected to? If so, we say, then shouldn't we interpret διομία at Philebus 17d4 to refer to scales? (Note that this is how Hackforth, Gosling, and Waterfield all translate διομία at 17d4.) But perhaps, secondly, the issue is of great consequence for us. Whichever of the two ways we interpret Plato's usage, we will credit the new mode of diairesis with the work of recognizing which notes go with which, analogously as Theuth recognizes the distinctive powers of combination that characterize the various letters.

13. That the term σωλεισθαι has both of these senses expresses Socrates' point: the very concept of "letter" implies that each is fit, as an "element," for combination with others. For a fascinating background account, see Koller 1955.
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the unlimited plurality of “the one,” and the final distinctions reveal its
definite number. To take these in turn: the initial distinctions lay out,
as a continuum between opposite forms, the full range of pos-
sible instantiations “the one” can have. From this it follows that
such possible instantiations will be unlimitedly many, for a con-
tinuum is divisible εἰς ἀπειρόν, without limit;14 or, to put this
less mathematically, since any two places on a continuum stand
in contrast as more and less, in principle it will always be possi-
ble for us to refine our contrast and locate other places between
them. The final distinctions, in turn, grant privileged status to a
limited number of these possible instantiations. As Socrates’
examples bring home, the “single form”—musical pitch, let-
ter—requires, if it is to be instantiated well, a select few to instan-
tiate it. A single tone, for example, will not suffice, for musicali-
ty requires the interplay of several; and all the possible tones,
unrestrictedly, will be far too many, for not every tone can “har-
monize” (that is, fit together within a mode, a ἀρμονία) with
every other. A dialectical understanding of musical pitch or,
analogously, of letters involves the recognition of just which
tones, or letter-sounds, fit together with just which others.

With these two types of plurality before us, we can also begin
to respond to the question of how “the original one” can be both
“one” and “many.” There appear to be three senses of unity in
play. At one extreme, there is what we might call the pure unity
of “the original one” as it stands prior to the introduction of the
opposite forms and the continuum these frame; here “the one” is
a simple intensional content, undifferentiated and unique. This
would be the self-same nature or, as Socrates refers to it, the
“single form” that the dialectician discovers to pervade (cf.
ἑνόδον, 16d2) an apparently heterogeneous many; the form by
reference to which he first “collects” this many. At the other
extreme, there is the infinitely differentiated unity of the contin-
uum of possible instantiations. Here the self-sameness of the
“single form” is countered by the mutual opposition between
the two forms that frame the continuum, and unity takes the
form of the continuity and serial order of the unlimitedly many

14. In turning, here and in what follows, to the mathematical sense of ἀπειρόν,
I am indebted to Gosling, who makes it central to his interpretation of the god-
given method (1975, pp. xx ff.).

possibilities arrayed between the opposites. Between these
extremes, finally, there is the sense of unity as wholeness of
parts; the dialectician brings this out with his culminating recog-
nition of the “complete number” of “the one.” The key is
Socrates’ stress, in both examples, on the way the elements
diaeresis reveals are essentially fit for interplay. It is by virtue of
their power to combine that various tones comprise modes and,
so, together constitute good instantiations of musical pitch. For
spoken sounds, analogously, it is only by virtue of the ways in
which they combine that they enable each other to be “letters” in
the first place. Notes and letters thus emerge as parts or members
fit for a certain collaborative work, and “the original one,” in
turn, emerges as the dynamic whole they comprise.

3. Unlimitedness and Limit. If we turn now to our questions
about the notions of unlimitedness and limit, one sense in which
they are “grown together” and closely connected to the unity
and plurality of “the original one” seems obvious. In its possible
instantiations, we have seen, “the one” is “unlimited” in
number. And though he does not explicitly use the word πέρας
to express it, a correlative sense of limit is clearly in play in the
notion of the “complete number” of “the one,” for this number
bounds or delimits the otherwise unlimited number of “the
one.”

But these comments clarify only the attributive use of the term
ἀπειρόν, not the substantive use (“the unlimited,” τὸ ἀπειρόν).
Moreover, they do not yet indicate how, if at all, the notion of
“limit,” πέρας, that Socrates does make explicit in the later
passage of the four kinds at 23c-27c is in play in his exposition of
the god-given method. That is the notion of a balance or ratio
that, “not admitting the violent and weak or, again, the exces-
sive” (25a), “sets [the opposites] into proportion and harmony”
(25a, 15) Yet there is an important connection between the first
and the second set of senses of unlimitedness and limit, and the second set is importantly in play in the god-given method.16 The
what is already implied in the notion a "combination" of limit and unlimited; for whatever limit combines with the unlimited, good things result. I am inclined to accept the second interpretation for several reasons. (i) As I read the key passages, Socrates marks two essential elements of the idea of limit—ratio and striking a mean; the first is stressed at both 25a-2b and 25e, while the second is expressed when Socrates says that the limit "does not admit" (ταύτα, 25a8), referring back to "the violent and slight or, again, excessive" (τὰ σφιξότερα καὶ ἄκατον τὰ ἄμεσα, 25e10-25a1). Given this reading, the difficulty with (1) is that it implies that striking a mean is not essential to the idea of limit—for when something strikes a mean, it is good, and (1) permits there to be things that have limit as a factor and yet are not good. (ii) As we would expect if we regard striking a mean as essential to limit, all of the numerous items that Socrates goes on to cite as examples of the mixture of limit and the unlimited are good things.

16. Coeling 1975, p. 186, sets as a criterion for successful interpretation of 166ff. and 23-27 that the readings we give these passages in each case take the key concepts that are common to them, ἡμεράς and ἑδρομένοι, in the same sense. In the reading we have worked out for 166ff., we have met this criterion, with a twist. In 166ff., I have argued, there are two sets of senses of ἡμεράς and ἑδρομένοι in play, one conspicuous and the other implicit, introduced indirectly through the music and alphabet examples; the implicit set grounds the conspicuous set: it is because it is a continuum that the unlimitedly many is unlimited in number, and it is because of the imposition, on the continuum, of the set of ratios, each of which establishes a mean, that the "single form" has a definite, or limited, number of forms between itself and the unlimitedly many. On my reading, Plato does not have Socrates introduce new senses for ἡμεράς and ἑδρομένοι when he reintroduces these terms at 25-27; rather, he has Socrates make the implicit set explicit and emphatic. A key to recognizing this is to see how, when at 26a Socrates cites music as an example of the imposition of ἡμεράς upon ἑδρομένοι, limit upon the unlimited, he thematizes what the mode of diathesis has already presupposed and disclosed in its exemplary analysis of music at 17b-c.

Nor, we might go on to add, is it just a matter if the first senses of unlimited and limit having, as their ground, the second senses. It can also be argued that the first sense exemplifies the second. One of the continuum Socrates includes in his list of examples at 25-c is ὁδώρ καὶ ἕκτων, "more and fewer" (25-9). The boundary cases, to speak paradoxically, of "more" and "fewer" would be unlimitedly many and one, respectively. A definite or limited number, in turn, will fall between these and, so, set them into, in principle, a balance or ratio. Needless to say, this is a strange case of imposing limit on the unlimited because it is not at all clear that or how we could express this ratio as a relation of two finite numbers; nor, should we want to represent the ratio as the relation of the segments of the continuum—line that the definite number, by falling somewhere on the continuum, sections off from one another, is there any non-arbitrary way of deciding who strikes a mean and who does not. By having Socrates include ὁδώρ καὶ ἕκτων in his list, however, Plato invites us to see the dyad of one and unlimitedly many as, in principle, a divisible continuum and the triad one/limitedly many/unlim-
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best way to see how is to begin with the notion of unlimitedness and ask: what is "the unlimited"? That is, what is it that is "unlimitedly many"? Later we can seek the correlative sense of "limit," προκειμένου, by asking the same question about the "complete number."

By "the unlimited," we have seen, Socrates has in mind the continuum of possible instantiations of the "single form": the "unlimitedly many," then, are the places on the continuum. If, now, we try to specify just what these are within the theory of forms, we come to something surprising; the places on the continuum can be neither forms nor sensibles.17 To see why, consider each possibility in turn. (i) Treating them as forms yields two damaging consequences. First, since the places on any continuum are in principle infinite in number, there would be, for each "single form," an infinite number of further forms. Second, the normative status of the forms as the standards by which we can discriminate between good and bad sensibles would be undermined. If the places on the continuum were forms, then, since every sensible must perfectly instantiate some one of these places, every sensible must be the perfect realization of a form. (ii) On the other hand, the places on the continuum are a different kind of entity than sensibles. Each place on a continuum is unique, marking out a distinctive balance of opposites, while there can be indefinitely many sensibles that have the same balance. These latter will differ from one another only in the worldly circumstances of their occurrence—their times and places, etc.; by contrast, places on a continuum are not, as such, subject to place and time at all. To draw on the music example to make this more concrete, there can be only one place on the continuum of high and low that sets these into the exact proportion we know as, for instance, D flat, and as a place on the con-

17. It appears to be a universal assumption among commentators that the "unlimited many" are sensibles; the references to it at 166ff. seem to echo and resume the reference to sensibles particular as τὰς γνωμάδες... καὶ ἑδρομένοι, "the infinite number of things that come into being" (Hackett's translation), at 139e. But, of course, that there are infinitely many sensibles neither precludes nor implies that there may be another infinite plurality of items intermediate between sensibles and forms.
continuum, that is, as one possible balance of high and low, it is simply not subject to the categories of when and where; by contrast, there can be many sung or performed—that is, sense-perceptible—D flats, and it is of course essential to them, as physical-sensible things, that each be determinately located in some place at some time.

What then are the unlimitedly many places on the continuum? In fact, we have already recognized the crucial point. Thinking through the implications of Socrates’ musical term δύστονον, “even-toned,” we have seen that every point on the continuum of musical pitch has as its nature some definite balance or ratio of high and low. The notions of continuum and of ratio are mathematical in character. If we bring this together with what we have just said about sensibles, we can see that each place on a continuum is a mathematical model or schema for the unlimitedly many sensibles that may embody it; thus each place exemplifies abstractly, as a pure timeless structure, the precise balance of opposites that each of these sensible embodiments must have. The continuum as a whole, in turn, would be the complete series of possible schemata for sensibles.

There is, of course, nothing normative about such schemata; since, considering them just by themselves, there is no reason to prefer any subset of them to the rest, and since, as we have just noted, every sensible must perfectly realize some one of them, such schemata provide no basis for judging between good and bad sensibles. The normative first enters the picture when we turn from these reflections on “the unlimited” to the correlative sense of “limit.” If we ask, now, what is the “complete number,” that is, what is it such that it bounds or delimits the unlimitedly many places on the continuum, we find, first, that the “complete number” is, as worked out by the god-given διαίρεσις τεῖχος, a “number” of forms. This number—or set—of forms, by picking out a correlative number of particular places (or ranges of places) on the continuum, picks out a set of schemata, and this set of schemata functions as a set of standards or “means” for sensibles.

To spell this out more slowly, we need to distinguish between the normative function of each schema (or range of schemata) that is picked out by some one of the “complete number” of forms and the normative function of the full set of schemata, taken together, that are picked out by the full set of these forms. Consider first the function of each schema that is picked out by some one of the forms, looking, again, to Socrates’ remarks about music. To play on pitch, a musician must choose a mode and restrict himself to notes that belong to it. For example, should he choose the Dorian mode, and should its interval range require a precise B as one of the “boundary notes” (recall τόνος ὑπερών 17c13), he must aim for a precise B; B sharp would be too high, and B flat would be too low, for what the Dorian mode requires. That is to say, however, that the form for that member of the Dorian mode picks out, as a “mean” for sensibles to aim at, that schema, that ratio of high and low, which we designate as B. Actual musical tones which precisely embody that ratio will be in tune, or good, while tones which exceed it in either direction will be out of tune, or bad.19

This is the way that each schema picked out by a form constitutes what Socrates, at 25a and e, defines as “limit.” As the example should remind us, however, the “complete number” of forms come as the interplaying parts or members of a whole, and so, accordingly, do the “mean”-schemata they pick out. We

18. In order to keep in focus the claims Plato has Socrates articulate in the Philebus, it is important to keep the scope and character of these claims in perspective. In particular, we can, on the one hand, recognize the general point that forms—in so far as they require of their sensible instances that these balance opposites in certain ways—pick out ratios on the relevant continua without, on the other hand, yet figuring out just how to assign particular numbers to these ratios. The latter work would seem to be partly a matter of convention and technical procedure. Plato’s concern in the Philebus appears to be much more radical; he seeks to disclose the framework assumptions within which, as a secondary matter, we might choose this or that way of enumeration.

19. If all this seems more difficult to work out in the case of letters than in the musical case, this is largely because the norms of pronunciation are so habitual and familiar that we take them for granted; but the point becomes clear if we think of the situation of the language learner. The child or foreigner who utters his omegas too openly, verging on alpha, or too closely, verging on omicron, misses what is appropriate or due, and we correct him, trying to teach him to strike, as best he can, the right balance between extremes. And likewise for all the letter-sounds.
must therefore compound the sense of "limit" by taking the term in a collective sense—as, strikingly, Socrates does in referring to music at 264a. In addition, we might say, to the "vertical" regulation of sensibles by each form with its attendant schema (or range of schemata), there is also the "horizontal" regulation of the forms, and correspondingly of the attendant schema, by one another. And this latter order, in turn, has its source in the "single form." It is not just that each of the notes that the musician plays must perfectly embody one or another of the array of "mean"-schemata picked out by the "complete number" of forms. More deeply, by realizing the "mean"-schemata, the notes realize the collaborative order that the "single form"—musical pitch, in the case at hand—implies. That is why, to repeat and complicate our earlier recognition, "the single form" emerges on each of these levels as the differentiated whole of a definite plurality of parts or members; it is only by all of the "complete number" of forms together, in their capacities for interplay—and, derivatively, by the full set of the "mean"-schemata these forms pick out and by the embodiment of this full set by a host of sensibles—that the "single form" is well instantiated.

The new mode of diairesis, the god-given method, aims to bring to light this complex ontological order. We can now put these reflections into one last synoptic diagram:

```
the "single form"

/\  
/ \  
A & B & C & D & E
```

the "complete number" of forms:
(a whole of members)

the "unlimitedly many," i.e., the continuum between opposites, and the set of normative balances (that is, of limits) that the forms A & B & C & D & E pick out:

Opp — — — — — — Opp

the sensible particulars that, to instantiate well the "single form," must embody the various normative balances picked out by A & B & C & D & E.

II. Distinguishing "limb by limb" in the Statesman

We turn now to Statesman 287b9ff. This is the point in the dialogue when the Stranger from Elea, having concluded his myth of the ages and his digressions on the use of paradigms, the weaver’s art, and due measure, is ready to resume the dialetic search for the definition of statesmanship. Unexpectedly, however, the Stranger announces that he must now give up the mode of diairesis, “cutting into two,” that he has practiced throughout the whole of the Sophist and, up to this point, the Statesman. Just as surprisingly, he gives no explanation, saying only that “the reason will become clear as we proceed” (287b10-c1).

In the following pages we are given a display of diairesis in a new, non-bifurcatory mode.

The goal of this phase of our reflections is to bring to view the principles of this new mode. Throughout, we shall keep in mind our account of the god-given method in the Philebus. With intentional double vision, we shall ask, on the one hand, what the structure of the new mode is and, on the other, whether and how fully the Stranger’s concrete practice exemplifies the method Socrates describes in the Philebus.

To prepare for these reflections, we should first recall the Stranger’s diairesis. In all, he distinguishes fifteen types of art. If we allow ourselves to be guided by his major rhetorical turns, we can divide this process into three major phases. (1) At 287c-289c, he literally counts out twenty-one types of art that, following his earlier diairesis of weaving, he calls “contributive” (287c8, also 287d2-3, 289c8) rather than “directly responsible.” When he first made this distinction in his earlier diairesis of weaving, he explained that he meant to separate the arts that “produce the thing itself” from those that “provide the tools for these arts” (281e). Now, by contrast, he characterizes the art that makes “tools” (ὀργανον, 287d2, d8) as providing the city but one of the

20. In fact, the Stranger’s language is oddly obscure. He says, ὁ δ’ θεός, ὃς ὑμῖν προδότα λέγει ἑτοὶ καταργεῖτι, literally rendered, “The reason, I think, will be no less clear to us as we proceed.”

21. See τότε, 288a3; τέκτονε, 288b1; πέμπτον, 288c1; ἔκτον, 288d5; Εφοβομον, 289a1.
and justice (305b-c)—the Stranger sets them apart from statesmanship as, in each case, the directed from the directing art.

Thus we have fifteen types, in the following order and groupings:

“contributive arts”: (1) arts which produce raw materials
(2) arts which produce tools
(3) arts which produce containers
(4) arts which produce vehicles
(5) arts which produce defenses
(6) arts which produce amusements
(7) arts which produce nourishment

“directly responsible arts”: (8) the art proper to slavery
(9) the arts of merchants and ἰδιοκαταχωρισταὶ (traders)
(10) the arts of heralds and clerks
(11) the arts of priests and diviners
(12) rhetoric
(13) generalship
(14) the art of justice

...and precious:

directing all these: (15) statesmanship

(a) The impossibility of “cutting into two”

The Stranger is not utterly silent about the principles of his diairesis. He offers two clues in a sentence at 287c3-4. The first is his comparison of his procedure to the dismembering, “limb by limb,” of “a sacrificial animal” (κατὰ μέλη... σὸν ἱεροσκύνην, 287c3); we shall come back to this shortly. The second clue is his declaration that “we are unable [to cut into] two” (διὰ ἀδιάδοτον, 287c4).

At first, the Stranger’s actual practice seems to give the lie to this declaration. When he applies his earlier bifurcation of “contributive” and “directly responsible” to the arts concerned with the city, the implication would seem to be that the arts co-

22. J.B. Skemp’s translation, as it appears in Hamilton and Cairns 1961.

23. At this point the Stranger interrupts himself, claiming to be distracted by the bizarre spectacle of a “heterogeneous tribe of men, some of whom resemble lions and centaurs and the like [and others of whom resemble] satyrs and weak and wily beasts” (291a-b); these are the “faction-makers” (οἰκονομόται, 305c2), that is, the partisan citizens who in fact govern everywhere, and the Stranger breaks off from his diairesis to make a long reflection (291a-303a) on the relation between ordinary polity, true statesmanship, and the role of law. This is a crucial passage for the interpretation of the Statesman as a whole, but it falls outside the scope of our present discussion; because the factional politicians practice no art and, far from having a role in the well-ordered city, usurp and deform true statesmanship, they have no place in the list of “arts concerned with the city itself.”
cerned with the city can be cut into two halves. But in fact the situation is more complex. We can begin to see how if we concentrate on the exact mid-point of the Stranger’s list, the eighth member, the arts proper to slavery (289c). On the one hand, slaves do belong among those directly responsible for the well-being of the city. Unlike the contributive arts, they do not merely produce “things” or “possessions,” κήφαλα, that others can use as instruments; rather, like the carders and spinners the Stranger recalls at 289c, they serve the city by their own deeds. On the other hand, as the Stranger also observes, they are “bought and in this way possessed (κατατείχα)" (289d10); hence they are themselves “things” or “possessions,” κήφαλα. To bring these two sides together, we might say that slaves are in one sense agents and yet, in another sense, the kind of “thing” whose very agency is for others to possess and use. Thus they constitute a middle or intermediate term, continuous with the first seven types of art in that they are themselves “things” or “possessions” and continuous with the next seven in that they are the kinds of “things” that provide deeds of service.

Recognizing this is a first step in connecting the Stranger’s diairesis with Socrates’ account of the god-given method in the Philebus. It is tempting to find in the two-sidedness of the slave’s character an analogue to the two-sidedness of Socrates’ notion of “even-toned” (δυνατον) pitch as intermediate between, and balancing equally within itself, high and low. And when the Stranger both separates slaves from contributive arts and describes them as “the opposite” to the claimants to the title of statesman he finds among the arts of service (289d-8), we are reminded of the “middle” (recall τοι μέσον, 18c5-6) status of the “[sounds] that are not voiced but do have a certain noise” in Socrates’ account of the alphabet. To go beyond this first step, however, and really spell out and focus the connection, we need to pursue at least three distinct lines of inquiry. First, we saw earlier that the unlimited pluralities of musical tones and linguistic sounds are the fields of possible instantiations of, in each case, a “single form” (μόο iδέα; is there, in the Statesman, a “single form” of which the arts concerned with the city would be the “unlimitedly many” possible instantiations? Second, for a set of items to form a continuum requires, of course, more than that there be a middle term at the interface of two distinct kinds; as the music example illustrated best, the items within the two kinds must, taken all together as one plurality, range as a series between a pair of opposites, with each item marking out a balance that is “more” the one opposite, “less” the other, than the balances marked out by each other item. Do the types of art collected within “contributive” and “directly responsible” comprise such a series? Finally, we have also recognized two related senses of “limit”; the new mode of diairesis aims to disclose that limited number of forms that, comprising a differentiated whole of essentially co-operative members, pick out that set of balances or ratios of the opposites that are schemata for good instantiations of the “single form.” Do we find these senses of “limit” in play in the Stranger’s selection of the fifteen kinds?

(b) The “single form” and its “countless” possible instantiations

If we look back to the earlier parts of the Statesman, in particular to the Stranger’s initial definition at 266c-267c and his subsequent objections to and revisions of it, we see that there is indeed a single form that picks out, as its unlimitedly many instantiations, the arts concerned with the city. Looking back to find it, moreover, pays important dividends; to mention only the most obvious ones, it turns out that the logical deficiency of the initial definition and the Stranger’s first step to correct it nicely exemplify what Socrates characterizes in the Philebus as “contentious” thinking and the first step of the god-given method, respectively.
Recall, first, Socrates' characterization of "contentious" thinking: "...the wise men of the present day," he says, "are both too quick and too slow in making any one they encounter a many, passing immediately from the one to the unlimited; the intermediates elude them, yet it is noticing these that makes the difference between our arguments with each other being dialectical and being contentious" (16e). The situation at the close of the initial phase of diairesis in the Statesman provides a good illustration of this. The Stranger and Young Socrates have defined the statesman as the herdsman in charge of the human flock; an essential part of tending to flocks, however, is providing food and nourishment, so the herdsman's art, νομιασική, is also understood as herd-nurture, ἀγελασιαρροφωσι. The difficulty with this is that there are "countless others" (μνημόν αλλων, 268c2) who "contest" the statesman's claim to be the nurturer of men; indeed, food merchants and farmers and millers, since they feed even the rulers (267e-f.), can plausibly hold that the definition "fits them before and more (αράτερον καὶ μερίου) than it fits any king" (276b4-5). To bring out the logical structure of the problem: the Stranger has put forth a "one," herd-nurture, that, having "countless" possible instantiations, is "unlimitedly many," 27 and he has let "the intermediates" between the "one" and the "unlimitedly many," the limited number of kinds of herd-nurture, "elude" him. The consequence is unchecked contentiousness: since he has offered no specification of the different ways various of the "many" instantiate the "one," each is perfectly well entitled to claim the statesman's status for itself.

The Stranger mediates the conflict in two steps. First, he names a new "one," revising the characterization of statesmanship from "nurture" (τροφή, 276d2) to "care" (ἐπιμέλεια, d1). At first sight, this seems unhelpful; since the notion of "care" is broader, that of "nurture," he has actually increased the number of potential contestants. The virtue of this broadening, however, is that it brings back into legitimate contention many arts concerned with the city that "nurture" had left out—including, possibly, the ruling art itself, if we are to believe the food merchants and farmers and millers. With this revision, the Stranger completes the inaugural collection, the "search for a single form," in Socrates' words in the Philebus (16d1-2), that encompasses within itself all the cases of what it is that is to be studied.28

Collection, of course, prepares the way for division. The Stranger's revision, even while it restores the rulers to center stage, only refocuses the contentiousness of the situation. While "no other art would be willing to declare itself to be care for the whole human community more than and before (μεγάλου καὶ προσερχομένου) kingship" (276b8-c1), the others will (as he puts it later on, in an analogous context) "claim great parts (μεγάλα ὑπό μερή) for themselves as well" (281b10). The Stranger must therefore now take the second step of differentiating the "one"—or, thinking back to Socrates' account of Theuth's discovery of the alphabet, he must collect the countless "many" arts—into a definite number of kinds, disclosing the quite different "parts" they play in caring for the human community.

(c) The continuum of "the arts concerned with the city."

This brings us to our second line of inquiry: does the Stranger's differentiation of the arts at 287b ff. trace a continuum between opposites?

Several of the most obvious features of the passage are encouraging. Clearly, when the Stranger turns from the "contributive" arts to the "directly responsible" ones, and when, within the latter, he works his way from those "opposite" to rulers, namely, from slaves, through the lesser servants—merchants, clerks, and priests—to the statesman's closest aids—orators, generals, and judges—to the statesman himself, the Stranger is moving gradually.

28. One of Syræus' (1869) striking suggestions in his study of the Theaeetus and the Sophist is that the first six diarieses in the Sophist together constitute the work of collection that, in revealing "production" rather "acquisition" as the encompassing kind, sets the stage for the complementary work of division in the seventh diariesis. I am suggesting something analogous in the case of the Statesman; the initial diariesis, together with the objections and revisions to which it gives rise, constitutes the work of discovering the encompassing kind (that is, the work of collection) within which, by the diariesis at 287b ff. (that is, by division), statesmanship is to be disclosed.

27. For prima facie textual evidence that it is reasonable to consider that μνήμα in the Statesman is equivalent to ἀναλόγως in the Philebus, note the appearances of ἀναλόγῳ at Statesman 262d3 and of μνήμα at Philebus 56e4.
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ally from those arts that are least through those that are most akin to statesmanship.29 This surface structure suggests we should redesign our list of fifteen as follows:

29. This gradation of subgroups is confirmed by a pointed feature of the Stranger’s rhetoric as he proceeds. As he identifies each kind of art, he pauses to deny that it is the same as statesmanship; there is a clear gradation from the most emphatic negations, given for the first few contributive arts, to the subtle qualifications reserved for the “valuable and kindred” arts of rhetoric, generalship, and justice (303e). The one brief exception seems intended to underscore the overall pattern: the kind the Stranger distinguishes from statesmanship most emphatically of all (“it is no way [οὐδεμία] the work of the king’s science,” 288e-5), the production of raw materials, he first comes to relatively late in his list, as the “sixth” (288d5) of the contributive arts; but as we noted earlier, once he completes his enumeration of the contributive arts, he revises this, declaring that “it would have been more just to have put raw materials at the beginning” (289a), that is, at the farthest remote from statesmanship. Next—now to review the Stranger’s grades of negation—one is the production of tools, vessels, and supports, all of which are unhesitatingly and unqualifiedly set apart from statesmanship (note οὐδὲν κού, 287d, οὐδὲν ἄτρεχ&omicron;, 288a1, and οὐ πάντες, 288a5, respectively). Then follow the production of defenses, things for amusement, and nourishment, each of which the Stranger sets apart in noticeably more qualified ways: the first of these it would be “by far the more correct” ( nipāl αὐθή&omicron; τ&omicron;ρον, 288b6-8) to assign to the builder’s and weaver’s arts than to statesmanship; the second, says the Stranger, for the first time not mentioning statesmanship explicitly, has “no serious purpose but is only for play” (288c), and the third would be “more correctly αὐθή&omicron; τ&omicron;ρον assigned” (289a4) to a host of other arts than to statesmanship. When, next, the Stranger turns to the directly contributive arts, he indicates, on the one hand, that Young Socrates and he have now reached “those which will dispute the king’s power” (289e3), and he begins, on the other, with the particular kind, slaves, that “least of all [τ&epsilon; χειρα] lays claim to the king’s art” (289e2-3). From here he renovates his approach to statesmanship. There can be at least a question about whether merchants and traders—that is, the city’s businessmen—can dispute the statesman (290a2). Even though he rejects any claim by heralds and clerks, the city’s bureaucrats, he comments that “it was no dream” that led him to expect the statesman’s challenges to show up “somewhere in this vicinity” (290b7-8). And when he comes to diviners and priests, the leaders of the city’s religious life, he notes their official political status both in theocratic Egypt and in relatively secular Athens (290d4). It is, however, the rhetor, general, and judge whom the Stranger declares most “akin and like” (303d5) the statesman; each is a direct agent of the statesman, and for the first time in the series—if we continue to set aside the party politicians, since they practice no art—the act of distinction requires extended argument. Once these three are set aside, the Stranger finally reaches the first term that orients the whole series, statesmanship itself (303e1f.). Given the gradation and relative groupings we have noted, the list of fifteen might be diagrammed as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2-4)</th>
<th>(5-7)</th>
<th>(8)</th>
<th>(9-11)</th>
<th>(12-14)</th>
<th>(15)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rm;</td>
<td>t,c,v;</td>
<td>d,a,u;</td>
<td>s;</td>
<td>mη h£ c, d£p;</td>
<td>tοgο</td>
<td>st.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(least like statesmanship) (most like statesmanship)

30. This much, but this much only, I saw in 1980, pp. 77-79.
first place in his list (cf. κατ' ἀπρόσωπος, 289a10). The arts that provide raw materials, “gold and silver and everything that is gotten by mining” and timber and bark and animal hides and, in general, everything that, “not synthetic,” serves as “stuff” for the synthesizing and ordering work of the other “contributive” arts (288d-e). In the most literal and extreme sense, these arts are those most concerned with the material life of the city. Finally, we can see a fresher appropriateness of placing the slave’s service midway between these poles: putting their persons at the disposal of others, the slaves make of themselves a kind of raw material or matter for their masters to form; but precisely as persons, slaves are agents, and as such they assist in the activities of all the other arts, those focused on the production of things and those devoted to service alike; in these several ways slaves represent an even balance between material and spiritual.

If, now, we go back through the Stranger’s list with the continuum formed by these three moments in mind, all of the other arts appear properly placed. To see this, consider each of the major groups in turn.

(i) The “contributive” arts: The seven kinds of “contributive” art all produce material things of one sort or another. By his sequencing, however, the Stranger traces grades of immersion in the material, moving from more to less. Note, moreover, that the seven kinds are not, so to speak, equidistant each from the next; rather, they are ordered in just the pattern—1/3/3—that we have already noted in the surface structure of the Stranger’s distinctions of the servant arts. Thus, the first kind, the production of raw materials, provides stuff for all the other thing-making arts (288d-e). The next three kinds produce things for the sake, so to speak, of other things—to “produce” (287e) and to “preserve” (287e) and to bear and transport (288a) them. The last three, in turn, produce things for the sake not (or not primarily) of things as such but of persons in their physical being, providing them with “defenses” like clothing and weapons and walls (288b), with merely diverting entertainment (that would, it therefore appears, play to the desires associated with body) (288c), and with the food that “is blended with parts of the body” and the exercise that keeps the body in good health (288e-289a).

(ii) The lesser arts of service: The class of merchants and traders is properly placed next to slaves. As the city’s economic agents they are directly involved in its social life, serving and transacting with other persons; their specific task, however, is the distribution of material goods and slaves (289e). The class of heralds and clerks, in turn, helps to manage both these and other non-economic activities; as administrative in character and widening-rangi ng, their work is less closely tied to the material life of the city. By contrast, the class of priests and diviners has an obvious

31. When, at 289a, he comes to sum up his diatribe of the “contributive” arts, the Stranger makes a point of moving the production of raw materials from the sixth place, where he had first discussed it, back to the first place in his list.

32. But, to be very explicit, for these arts to be “most” concerned with the material life of the city does not mean either that they are concerned solely with the material (for they produce raw materials for further formation by other arts and in this indirect way are guided by the eventual social use of these) or that the pole itself of material life is unrelated to its opposite (for Plato, the physical is for the spiritual, just as, in the other direction, the right order of the soul presupposes and preserves the health of the body).

33. But see των and τινων at 288a6-7. These may refer to persons—but, note, as physical objects—as well as to other things. With this ambiguity, the Stranger indicates how this class borders on the next.

34. There is, however, the same sort of ambiguity that we noted in n. 33 with regard to the arts of vehicle-making. “Defenses” can protect things as well as persons, and so this kind, even while the emphasis is on persons (note, for instance, clothes-making), borders closely on vehicle-making.

35. “None of these arts are practiced for the sake of anything serious (σοναντοῦ καὶ ζήσεων); rather, all are practiced for the sake of play (καὶ τὸ ἀνικοῦ) (288c). The Stranger includes “ornamentation,” “painting,” and “music.”

36. The nourishment-providing arts are doubly transitional. It is a short step from providing “whatever things, the parts of which are blended with the parts of the body,” to producing the body itself; the Stranger seems to allude to this when, in his synoptic list of the seven kinds of contributive art at 289a-b, he names the product of the nourishment-providing arts as ὑποδημον, which means “nursering” and can refer both to animals and to human beings and, among the latter, especially to domestic slaves. Thus it prepares the way for the art of the poet, in which the “artisan” provides his very person for use. Moreover, by including among the nourishment-providing arts both medicine, which can provide a regimen as well as medicaments, and gymnastics, which provides not things but instructions for exercise, the Stranger also already begins to point beyond thing-production to deeds of service.
claim to concern with the spiritual life of the city; at the same time—to compress an enormous issue into a few words—the traditional religious practices they direct are largely conventional and fall short of the kind of attention to character and the virtues that is the statesman's primary concern.37

(iii) The true aides: Is it right to see this concern for the spiritual life of the city begin to come into its own with the Stranger's account of the statesman's "true aides," the orator, the general, and the judge? This suggestion gains its full power only if we recognize the psychology and, indeed, symbolism of the Republic at play in the background of the Stranger's remarks. Recall first how at 291a-b (and again in a reminder at 303c), the Stranger caricatures the partisan or "faction-making" citizens who contend for power in all ordinary cities as "lions and centaurs... [and] satyrs and weak and wily beasts" (291a-b, also 303c). These images are figures of one sort of psychic deformation or another, representing excesses of (in the language of the psychology of Republic IV) spirit and the appetites and the subordination of rationality to them. If the statesman's educational and social policies are to keep the citizenry free of such psychic disorder, he will need reliable agents to put these policies into effect and sustain them; and thus understood, these agents will be, in their very activity, the preservers of the right order of the soul. Thus, the orator, "able to persuade the multitude and mob by stories" (μυθολογας; 304c10-d1), preserves the subordination of the ordinary citizens and their desires to the statesman and his wisdom; that is, again in the language of the Republic, he preserves the city's moderation. The general, master of the "terrible and mighty art of war" (305a), defers to the statesman's judgement "whether to make war or seek friendly resolutions" (304c); but this is to say that he must maintain, in those citizens who make up the city's army, both their capacity to make war, their spiritedness, and their respect for the statesman's authority, their discipline; thus he guards both their courage and their moder-

tion. Finally, the judge must have the "strength" to rise above any corruption and preserve "the order of the lawgiver" (θη τον νομοθέτων τάξιν, 305c1-2); the laws, however, are the statesman's chief means of establishing the "true opinion" that serves, as a "divine bond," to keep the vigorous and the gentle citizens in harmony; is it too much to see, in the judge's preservation of this harmony, a renewal of the Republic's notion of justice?

On the strength of these various observations, we can revise our last diagram of the Stranger's series, presenting it now as the sort of balanced bipolar continuum Socrates speaks of in the Philebus. Indeed, what is most striking is that the Statesman seems to give us a fully elaborated example, not just the partial sketches Socrates offered in presenting the cases of notes38 and letters. We can diagram the continuum as follows:

---

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16

rm, t, c, v, d, a, n, s, m, c, p, r, g, j, st

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>concerned with</th>
<th>concerned with</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the material life</td>
<td>the spiritual life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the city</td>
<td>of the city</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) The limited number of forms: the "limbs" of the daimonic whole

We come now to the last of our three lines of inquiry. To recall the question we posed: does the Stranger's diaries disclose that limited number of forms that, comprising a whole of essentially co-operative members, pick out that set of balances or ratios of the opposites that are schemata for good instantiations of the "single form"?

38. There is, moreover, a still more pointed comparison to be drawn—but its details and implications are both so obscure and so intriguing that I must reserve discussion of it for another occasion. Note, for the moment, the striking isomorphism of (1) the Stranger's distinctions and (2) the so-called Greater Perfect System in Greek music (the mapping of the double octave as two conjunct tetrachords and an "added" note), from which the notes for the various musical modes were drawn. In both, fifteen terms are distributed on a continuum in a grouping and subgrouping pattern of 1-3-3-1-3-3-1.
In two obvious respects, we have already begun to answer this question: the Stranger has, of course, distinguished a limited number of forms, and these forms, just by picking out places on the continuum between the material and the spiritual life of the city, pick out various balances or ratios of these opposites. What we still need to see, however, is the way the “single form” requires just these forms and, in turn, the balances they imply in order that it be well instantiated. Why does “care” for the whole human community require these fifteen kinds of art?

Much earlier we noted that the Stranger offers two clues to the principles of his new mode of diaries. Now it is time to recall the first clue, his comparison of his procedure to the dismembering, “limb by limb,” of “a sacrificial animal,” (κατὰ μέλην... οἷον ἱερᾶς θείαν), for with it, the Stranger both encourages and orients our question. The notion of the “sacrificial animal,” the θείας θείας, first of all, suggests that what the diaries aims to reveal transcends the actual as the sacred transcends the mundane. This is confirmed when the Stranger later speaks of the “divine bond” (θείας, 309c2-3, also c7) with which the statesman unites the citizens and calls a people thus united “daimonic” (δαιμονικόν, 309c8). The divine and daimonic stand to the human as the highest and best possible to the actual. Thus, just as in the diaries of musical pitch and letters in the Philebus, the diaries in the Statesman aims to disclose a sense of “care” for the whole human community that is normative for actual cities.

But again: why specifically these kinds? Seen each by itself, many of the fifteen seem almost trivial. Is the making of “containers” really a significant kind of “care” for the whole human community? Or of “vehicles”? Do “clerks” really warrant special mention? And so on. But here the Stranger’s phrase, “limb by limb,” becomes a key. It suggests that diaries aims not only to cut at the real joints but also, in doing so, to disclose a set of organs, of co-operative members essentially suited to function together. This was also the strong implication, as we saw, of Socrates’ choice of examples in the Philebus: specific notes are good instantiations of pitch only insofar as they belong together in comprising definite musical “modes”; in the case of the alpha-

bet, it is only by virtue of their distinctive powers of combination with one another that most of the letter-sounds can first be heard and discerned as letter sounds in the first place. Likewise in the Statesman, “care” for the whole human community surely requires not just good rulers but, as the very precondition for the distinctive work of ruling, the possibility of co-operative interplay between a number of kinds of art that minister to our quite various genuine needs. If we turn back to the Stranger’s continuum with this in mind, the particular distinctions he draws now make fresh good sense.}

Appropriately, we can start anywhere. Suppose, for the sake of just one possible rethinking, we grant the obvious point that “care” for the whole human community requires providing shelter and clothing—that is, the production of “defenses” (arts #5 in the Stranger’s series); but surely we need not only functional things that preserve us but also beautiful things that entertain and amuse us (arts #6), and the real value of either of these sorts of goods depends on our being in good health in the first place—that is, on the arts of “nourishment,” by which we supply and structure our diet and maintain our vigor (arts #7). Now, all three sorts of goods, taken together, also require, on the one hand, various raw materials (arts #1) and the tools to turn them into useful objects (arts #2) and, on the other, merchants and traders to distribute them (arts #9). Merchants and traders, in turn, require means of storing (arts #3) and transporting (arts #4) the goods they distribute, and their selling and trading require record-keeping and administration (arts #10) and, wherever

39. This is not to say that they can’t be challenged, and in different kinds of ways. (1) The Stranger himself points out, for example, that someone might object that no one of the kinds is concerned to produce the “coins, seals, and stamps” that the city’s economy requires, and he answers that with a certain “violence” (Bk. 289b7) the production of these may be fit partly into tool-making (arts #2) and partly into the making of things for ornamentation (arts #5). This is interesting, for it suggests that his concern is less with the integrity of any one art or set of arts than with the disclosure of the various mutually integrable and interplaying functions that the arts perform and display. (2) The most compelling challenge is also the most obvious: is the inclusion of slaves really justifiable? To put this in a polemical formulation that flows from our modern commitment to the liberty and equality of human beings, is “care” for the whole human community best instantiated by a collaboration of arts that requires denying the full humanity of the largest part of the community?
questions of fairness arise, judges to arbitrate (arts #14). With this last observation, moreover, we come upon several deeper levels of co-operation. Both the willingness to abide by judicial settlements and, more basically, the harmony that keeps disputes from arising in the first place presuppose that the citizens share common values. On the level of popular culture, such common values may be expressed by a common pantheon with its associated rites and institutions (arts #11). More deeply, the citizens must share that right order of the soul, structured as the unity of civic virtues, which it is the statesman’s distinctive work to establish (arts #15). This order, we have argued, is expressed by their openness to the statesman’s persuasive oratory (arts #12), their readiness to go to war for the city (arts #13), and their sharing that “genuinely true opinion about beautiful and just and good things and their opposites” (309c) which the statesman established (arts #15)—and the judiciary preserves (arts #14)—as the law.

(c) In sum and in prospect.

If these reflections on the Stranger’s final diairesis are well-taken, then the Statesman does indeed provide a fully elaborated example of Socrates’ god-given method in the Philebus. All three of the key elements we saw in play in Socrates’ account at 16c-18d are concretely displayed. These elements are: a “single form” that implies, as its field of possible instantiations, an “unlimited many”; the underlying organization of this many—first indicated by what is, in effect, a trichotomy—as a continuum between opposites; and a limited number of forms that, comprising a whole of essentially co-operative members, pick out, on the continuum, schemata for good instantiations of the “single form.” Most importantly, the Statesman passage shows what the examples of notes and letters in the Philebus strongly suggest, that the new god-given mode of diairesis aims not to isolate particular forms within an encompassing “one” but, rather, to show the way this “one,” in order to be well instantiated, requires the interplay of the limited number of forms. All this can be brought to view at once in one last diagram:

The God-Given Way

the “single form”: “care” of the whole human community

“contributive arts”

slave’s service

“directly responsible arts”

the “limbs”: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15

rm, t, c, v, d, a, n, sl, m, c, p, r, g, j, st

the continuum between opposites and the balances upon it picked out by the “limbs”:

---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|

(concerned with the material life of the city)

(concerned with the spiritual life of the city)

This mutual fit of the Philebus and Statesman passages raises a host of further questions. Several of these are worth articulating now, as provocations for future reflection. As interpreters of the Philebus and of the Statesman, first of all, we must ask why, if Plato lets the Elatic Stranger put Socrates’ god-given method into play in the Statesman, he does not provide occasion for Socrates himself to do so in the Philebus. And, conversely, we must ask why, when he lets Socrates offer a general introduction to the principles of the method in the Philebus, he has the Stranger remain so reticent in the Statesman. Both these puzzles point to a larger one. At the outset we noted how, in the Philebus, Plato has Socrates cite with approval the recommendation by the sages of old that “we... examine every one and many in this way” (17d). And we saw how, in the Statesman, the Stranger suggests that his final diairesis is intended to have universal value, standing as a paradigm for any and all dialectical inquiry. But if the method is that important, why doesn’t Plato make a fuller presentation of it in the dialogues? This brings us to the edge of a complex new question, for there are very striking similarities between what we have seen indirectly communicated in the dialogues and some of “the so-called unwritten
teachings” that Aristotle reports Plato offered in the Academy. Is it possible that the Philebus and the Statesman passages are indirect and largely inexplicit presentations of these “unwritten teachings”? Indeed, might they even be initiating enticements towards these teachings? To explore these possibilities, we need to ask whether the ontology presupposed by the god-given method prefigures or converges with the ontology those “teachings” reportedly contained. This requires examining at least four elements of the god-given method for their possible connections with elements in Aristotle’s reports. (1) How is the “single form” or “one” related to what Aristotle calls “the One”? (2) What might be the relation of the opposites that frame the continuum and what Aristotle calls the “indeterminate dyad” of the great and the small? (3) Do the balances or ratios and the continuum, with their status as intermediate between forms and sensibles, belong to what Aristotle reports as the “intermediate” class of “mathematics”? (4) Finally, how does the sourcing of normative order in the “single form,” in the Philebus and the Statesman, relate to the status of the One itself as the cause of what is good (εὖ ὁ ὢν), in the “unwritten teachings”?

We might begin with these questions tomorrow.

Vassar College

41. I want to acknowledge my debt to the fascinating recent work of Sayre, especially 1983. By finding elements of the “unwritten teachings” in the Philebus, he has given new life and argument to the effort to break free from the equally problematic alternatives of Tübingen esotericism and Cherniss’ rejection of Aristotle’s report. Nonetheless, there are some large difficulties with his account, as he has shaped it so far, and it has been partly in thinking into these against the background of my own earlier work that I have come to see the need, and the possibility, for beginning again. Two such difficulties: (1) As I do, Sayre comes to the Philebus from the Parmenides. But, as I have tried to show at length and in detail in the notes to Miller 1986, his reading of that dialogue, above all of the hypotheses, is strained and problematic. He argues that Plato is in the process of rejecting the separateness of the forms and that the hypotheses constitute a reducto against this old idea. But on my reading, the first two hypotheses challenge the misunderstanding of separateness that results from thinking forms on the model of sensible things; rather than rejecting it, they reinterpret separateness by showing how forms transcend the categories proper to sensibles. The new conception of separateness this yields is then presupposed in the account of participation offered in the third hypothesis. (2) Aristotle seems nowhere to notice that Plato has given up the notion of the separateness of the forms. Yet he is our main source for the “unwritten teachings.” If in these teachings Plato overcomes and rejects this central tenet of the middle dialogues, the tenet that, in Aristotle’s view, most of all made the Platonic assertion of forms both original and unchangeable, wouldn’t we expect Aristotle, the thinker who gives us the clearest grasp we possess of Plato’s teachings in the Academy, to report this?
Commentary on Miller
Deborah De Chiara-Quenzer

In my commentary on Mitchell Miller’s paper, I am going to discuss three issues which he raises. All three issues are significant, although I disagree with the positions that Miller takes.

The first issue is Miller’s interpretation of ἀπειρον in the description of the method at 16-18 of the Philebus. According to Miller, in the description of the method there are two types of many. One type of many is a fixed and definite many. Socrates’ references to number throughout 16-18 are a reference to this fixed and definite many. Thus, for example, when Socrates speaks of ἄσκον (of how many) at 16d7, this refers to the fixed and definite many. Miller’s view is that the fixed and definite many refers to a set of transcendent forms; that is, to a set of forms which are separate from sensible things. According to Miller, there is another type of many discussed in the description of the method (16-18). This is an unlimitedly many which is Miller’s translation of the expression πολλὰ καὶ ἀπειρον at 16d6. This unlimitedly many is a continuum, that is, a continuous range or series framed by two opposite forms. Miller and I disagree in our views of the nature of the ἀπειρον in the description of the method (16-18). Miller views the ἀπειρον as a continuum whereas I view the ἀπειρον as countless particulars which are instances of forms or types.

One of the reasons Miller views ἀπειρον in the description of the method as a continuum is because of the example of music presented at 17b1-3. In that example, the ἀπειρον is referred to in the following way: “heavy and sharp and even-toned” (βαρὸς καὶ ὅχλος καὶ δύσωμον, 17c4). Miller interprets this reference to heavy and sharp and even-toned as a reference to a continuum of musical sound. He finds that at 26a2-4 of the passage on the four kinds (23-27) musical sound is referred to in this way. It is a continuum of sound bounded by the heavy and the sharp. It is my view that in the passage on the four kinds (23-27) ἀπειρον refers to the general class of continuum. The general class of continuum is divided into different forms or types, and one of those forms is the sharp and heavy (see 26a2). That is, one of those forms of ἀπειρον in the passage on the four kinds is the continuum of musical sound. Thus Miller and I both agree that at 26a2-4 the sharp and heavy refers to a continuum of musical sound. However Miller’s view is that the heavy and sharp and more generally the ἀπειρον has the same meaning in the example of the method at 17c4 as it does at 26a2-4 of the passage of the four kinds. I would argue that ἀπειρον means two different things in those two passages. In the description and examples of the method (16-18) ἀπειρον refers to an unlimited number of instances of the many of a general class, whereas in the passage on the four kinds (23-27) ἀπειρον refers to a continuum.

Let me demonstrate my view of the meaning of ἀπειρον at 16-18 with the example of pleasure. Pleasure, a one, that is a general form, is divided into different forms (many). One of those forms of pleasure is the mixed pleasure of the body and soul. It is the presence of pain and the anticipation of pleasure. An example is the presence of hunger (pain) in a person, and the anticipation of eating (pleasure). ἀπειρον in the passage on the method (16-18) refers to the countless times persons or beings experience such pleasure. Those experiences are so numerous that they are uncountable and thus ἀπειρον, that is, virtually infinite. Put another way, those experiences are tokens of the mixed pleasure of the body and soul.

If ἀπειρον in the description and examples of the method (16-18) is viewed as referring to countless instances or tokens of forms, then many more of the references to ἀπειρον will make sense in that passage than if ἀπειρον is viewed as a continuum. Let us take Socrates’ first illustration of the method at 17a8-b10. There he says the following: